Abstract. The structure of higher order iterated tangent bundles is studied. Canonical affinors and canonical vector fields on these bundles are geometrically described and differential operators are introduced. Furthermore, possibilities of a generalization of Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms are investigated and a procedure of the Hamiltonization is demonstrated.
INTRODUCTION
Differential geometry provides a good framework for studying Lagrangian and Hamiltonian formalisms of classical mechanics. The approach using semisprays in the place of differential equations brings forth results effectively. Sprays were introduced in the paper of Ambrose et al., [2] , for homogeneous second-order differential equations. Grifone's results, [6] , make it possible to evaluate a unique EulerLagrange vector field solving fundamental dynamic equations and to construct a connection from a Lagrangian in such a way that the solutions of these equations and the paths of the connection are the same. There are two natural generalizations of the tangent bundle w. The first one is represented by tangent bundles of higher order r w and corresponds with the classical higher-order calculus of variations.
Over the past years, results have been published of de León et al., [3] , dealing with semisprays and mutual relations on r w and motivated by mechanics. The second generalization is represented by higher order iterated tangent bundles. In this paper, we start an investigation into the possibilities of an application of the above approach in this case. First of all, it is necessary to build up a good grounding in a calculus accompanied by a discussion of the structure of iterated tangent bundles. Algebraic properties of investigated higher-order objects are described by Weil algebras as well as by their simplicial structure. The starting points of this interesting view are summarized in the book by White, [19] . The extensive applicability of affinors and generalized Liouville's vector field in differential geometry and mechanics is also known. We construct canonical affinors and vector fields on r w comparing them with the classification of natural objects on Weil bundles due to Kolář in [7, 10] . The techniques of finding natural objects are also studied in [9] . Next, we introduce differential operators on a bundle in question. Our definition is a generalization of so-called Tulczyjew's differential operator though our concept is related more significantly to a certain sequence of canonical vector fields. The correspondence between such sequences and ways of differentiating through so-called holonomizing projections is one of the main results of this paper. The new results dealing with the formalisms of mechanics are contained in Section 3. They represent a generalization of the Legendre-Ostrogradskii transformation for the case of iterated tangent bundles. By this, we have introduced Langrangian and Hamiltonian formalism on iterated structures.
ITERATED TANGENT BUNDLES

Preliminaries and motivation
Let w, x be two smooth manifolds, dim w h m, dim x h n. As usually, we denote by t r a FwY xG the set of all r-jets from w to x with the source P w. t r a FwY xG is a smooth manifold. 
For the mechanical interpretation, we recall Tulczyjew's example of the bundle w presented in the monograph of Abraham and Marsden, [1] . The equilibrium configuration of an elastic beam in a Euclidian space with no external forces is a straight line l. Small deflections induced by external forces and torques can be represented by points of a plane w perpendicular to the line l. The distance measured along l from an arbitrary reference point is denoted by s. We select a section of the beam corresponding to an interval s 1 Y s 2 and assume that the external forces and bending torques are applied to the ends of the section. functors. We refer to [9] for a good introduction to the theory of Weil bundles.
Simplicial structure
For specifications of many general results dealing with Weil bundles, we often need a clear description of them in local coordinates. The use of simplices introduced in White's book, [19] , solves this problem adequately just for the case of iterated tangent bundles. We remark that it is also possible to use a more general concept of so-called colored simplices for a wide class of Weil bundles, [13] . A Fr IG-simplex is the collection of all non-empty subsets of the set of vertices fIY X X X Y rg. An h-face h of the simplex, H h r I, is a subset with hgI elements. We shall designate h as an ordered r-tuple with p P fHY Ig, p h IY X X X Y r and h g I of the elements equals to unity. This corresponds to the subset containing each s such that s h I. The zero tuple is excluded. We write the composition of two disjoint faces h , c as h g c . An orientation for a given simplex is an ordering of the vertices. The standard orientation is given by the arrangement fIY X X X Y rg. Hence we regard such simplices as (standardly) oriented. On the other hand, if we define the simplex as the collection of non-empty subsets of an set of r indistinguishable elements, it is no orientation for it and we call it non-oriented.
White's original procedure of associating simplices with iterated tangent bundles consists in constructing vector spaces of functions from simplices to R m , a definition of a left action of the rth differential group on the fiber product of the frame bundle and this space, etc. It is very exhaustive, but it is a rather long formal process and we do not go into details here. Roughly speaking, it is essential that the local coordinates correspond to faces of simplices in the following way. Given some local coordinates x i on w and t on R, the iterated differentiation of x i FtG determines the induced coordinates x i Y y i h Y h h HY X X X Y r I on r w h X X X r times w. In the face h , the elements represent the order of the differentiation. Thus, s h I means the differentiation d dt at the sth iteration.
Projections
For every s, H s r, we denote by % s s w 3 w the canonical projection to the base. Further, we denote (the notation was first used in [11] 1 r w coincides with semi-holonomic tangent bundle of order r. Furthermore, we can even regard 1 r w as the holonomic tangent bundle of order r because, in the special case of onedimensional velocities, the difference has only a formal character. For details, see e. g. [14] and [15] . We shall write x r w instead 1 r w.
Simplices and Weil algebras associated with subbundles
It is known that h-faces, h h IY X X X Y r I, i. e. the coordinates, indices of them have the same number of units, identify in x r w. Analogously, the 3-condition implies the identification of coordinates with the same number of units in first r 3 g I indices and with identical rests.
In other words, we have for ! r w, I`3`r two subsimplices: the non-oriented Fr 3G-simplex and the oriented F3 PG-simplex. Since, by an affinor e on a manifold , we mean a (1,1)-tensor field, which we can identify with a linear morphism e 3 over id M , the canonical affinor is defined as eh i h sX For fixed r, s we obtain r s ¡ affinors in this way. Particularly, for s h I we obtain r affinors. We shall call them the primary affinors. We obtain all generators of natural affinors (except the identical affinor) in this way, where by a natural affinor on a natural bundle p over m-dimensional manifolds we mean a system of (1,1)-tensor fields e M pw 3 pw for every m-dimensional manifold w satisfying pf e M h e N pf for every local diffeomorphism f w 3 x. All natural affinors on iterated tangent bundles are described in [12] , where it is proved: Proposition 1. All natural affinors on r w constitute a P r -parameter family linearly generated by the identical affinor e 0 and by affinors e c , where c represent all -faces, H r I, which work in this way: dy i c h dx i dy i c g h h dy i h Y h r PX Indeed, we have P r canonical affinors on r w including the identical affinor. It is essential that the classification of all natural objects makes assurance double sure that our list of canonical affinors is complete. Evidently, e h e c h e h g c for disjoint faces h , c , elsewhere the composition vanishes. It follows that it is possible to generate all canonical affinors by the iterations of primary affinors.
Canonical vector fields
Now we construct canonical vector fields on r w. We shall call such vector fields the primary vector fields. For the construction of subsequent canonical vector fields, we apply canonical affinors to primary vector fields.
We remark that a natural vector field on a natural bundle p over m-dimensional manifolds is a system of vector fields M pw 3 pw for every m-dimensional manifold w satisfying pf M h N pf for every local diffeomorphism f w 3 x. The natural vector fields on p can be interpreted as so-called absolute natural operators g I w 3 g I pw transforming vector fields on w into vector fields on pw. For more details about natural objects see [9] . Let us add that we have entailed the geometrical interpretation of generators of natural vector fields by our construction. Now, we take the sequence 1 Y X X X r of canonical vector fields with these properties: (i) 1 is a primary vector field; (ii) sg1 is obtained from s by applying a primary affinor (for every s h IY X X X Y r I).
Then we call this sequence the normal sequence of canonical vector fields. By some combinatorics, we see that we have constructed rP r 1 canonical vector fields, which we can order to r normal sequences. We need the following assertion. Proposition 2. Every normal sequence of canonical vector fields 1 Y X X X r on r w determines a unique holonomizing projection " r w 3 x r w.
Proof. The normal sequence of canonical vector fields 1 Y X X X r is given by a primary vector field 1 and by primary affinors e 2 Y X X X Y e r , where s h e s F s 1 G for s h PY X X X Y r. Every such affinor has a form e 0 . We know that, for non-disjoint faces h , c , the composition of affinors e h e c vanishes. It follows that affinors e 2 Y X X X Y e r are different and are related to r I different projections r w 3 r 1 w. Further, the vector field 1 is also related to a projection r w 3 r 1 w.
Of course, this projection is different from all those mentioned above: if not, the application of such an affinor gives the zero vector field. So, we have r different pro- Remark 2. As we have r holonomizing projections related to r normal sequences of canonical vector fields, we have also r operators d T , in other words r ways of differentiating. Nevertheless, a hard and fast rule of using them is respecting the described correspondence. On purpose, we desist from more complicated denotation with an indexing of d T purposely.
LEGENDRE-OSTROGRADSKII TRANSFORMATION
After preceding preparation, we can now formulate the foundations of formalisms of mechanics on Proof. We recall that the classical way of defining the cotangent bundle is the union of vector spaces over the reals, which are composed of differentials at a point of a given manifold. So, the first part of the assertion follows immediately from the definition of the partial momenta because the indices of which are the faces belonging to x r w h "F r wG. We see the second part equally clearly; it is sufficient to recall the geometrical definition of f r 1 w.
The natural generalization of the Legendre transformation to higher-order theories is called the Legendre-Ostrogradskii transformation and it is well-known for the bundle r w; it enables the Hamiltonization of mechanical problems (see, e. g., [4] ).
If we take the two preceding assertions into this consideration, we have immediately the main theoretical result: We have 12 canonical vector fields in 6 normal sequences: 
We sum the corresponding partial momenta to obtain the energy as 
